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1. Previous research. The modern study of word initial p- in Greek goes
back to the famous sectio IV de consonantis sive adspirationis vau virtute of
Richard Dawes' Miscellanea Critica} where he noted "nam observari
potuisset verba non composita a p incipiente vires itidem retro sufficere, ac
finales praecedentium syllabas natura breves constanter producere." The
doctrine is stated more succinctly in the fourth index of Thomas Burgess'
second edition:^ "p apud Atticos semper ultimam praecedentis vocabuli
produxit."
It was not long, however, before it was discovered that matters were not
so simple. Meineke,^ commenting on Pherecrates 108. 29 K, observed that
the prosodic treatment of -V#p- (where # means a word boundary) varied
according to the type of meter, dialogue or lyric: "quam frustra tuearis
Hermippi exemplo Phormoph. II 8 [= 82. 8 K (77. 8 Kassel-Austin)], o^ei
icav, o^ei 6e p66cov, o^ei 5' -uaKwGou, quod a metri genere excusationem
habet." Meineke, furthermore, following G. Hermann on Sophocles O.T.
72, claimed a difference between the genres of tragedy and comedy, "alia
tragicorum poetanim ratio." Kock^ agreed, remarking at Plato Comicus
138, "apud comicos certe vocalis brevis ante vocem a p incipientem semper
producitur." Christ^ invoked only the factor of metrical type, not a
difference between genres: "Auch ein einzelner Consonant konnte im
Griechischen die Langung einer Silbe herbeifiihren. Die Kraft hatte bei den
' R. Dawes, Miscellanea Critica (Cambridge 1745).
2 In R. Dawes, Miscellanea Critica^, ed. G. C. Harless (Leipzig 1800).
^ A. Meineke, Fragmenla Comicorum Graecorwn 11. 1 (Berlin 1839) 303-04.
* T. Kock, Comicorum Atticorum Fragmenta I (Leipzig 1880).
^ W. Christ, Metrik der Griechen und Romer^ (Leipzig 1879) 15. Cf. R. Westphal.
Allgemeine griechische Metrik (= A. Rossbach und R. Westphal, Metrik der griechischen
Dramaliker und Lyriker nebst den begleitenden musischen Kiinsten H. 2 [Leipzig 1865] 305):
"daB die Tragodie nur selten dem vorausgehenden Vokale die Geltung der rhythmischen Kiirze
vindiziert."
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Altikern die Liquida p, vor dcr sie in der Regel den kurzen Schlussvokal
verlangerien. Ausnahmen von der Regel finden sich mehrere Male in
lyrischen und anapastischen Pariien, in Senaren nur Soph. Oed.R. 72."
Groeneboom,^ like Meineke and Kock, emphasizes the generic difference in
his comment on Aeschylus, Eum. 190: "Dat de p, gelijk hier, positie maakt
is en de oude commedie regel . . . de tragedie niet . . ." Herington'' reverses
the differences and takes the light syllables before p- at Prom. 713 and 992
as "instances of an affinity with (or influenced by?) comic style." Most of
the discussions in the twentieth century, however, follow Christ and
emphasize the regularity with which p makes position. Maas sought to
emend or condemn as many cases of p- not making position as possible in
order to keep the rule as general as possible:* "Initial p may always count
as a double. This is the general rule in Attic comedy and tragedy. In
comedy there are a few exceptions in choral passages." According to
MacDowell' on Arist. Vesp. 1066, "the normal rule is that initial p counts
as a double consonant, so that a short vowel at the end of the preceding word
is scanned long." West^° appears to deemphasize somewhat the difference
between dialogue and lyric: "With p the lengthening effect remains
common in iambus and lyric verse, while in the dialogue of Attic drama it
is almost invariable." The only recent scholar to hint at the rarity with
which p- actually does make position is Griffith:^ ^ "In Prom. 1023 we find
an orthodox, but still rare, occurrence of initial p making position, \iiydi
pttKoq. . . Sophocles and Euripides are slightly freer with such usages."
Griffith, on the whole, seeks to emend, reanalyze, or ascribe to the
peculiarities of individual forms as many cases of p- not making position as
possible, except for Prom. 713 and 992.
In the entire history of research into the phonology of p-, there has been
only one study that could be described as approaching exhaustiveness in the
collection of cases, namely that of Johannes Rumpel'^ in 1867. It has been
^ P. Groeneboom, Aeschylus' Eumen'ukn (Groningen 1952) 122.
"^
C. J. Herington, The Author of the Prometheus Bound (Austin 1970) 36.
* P. Maas, Greek Metre, iransl. by H. Uoyd-Jones (Oxford 1962) 80; cf. also Nachrichten von
der Gesellschaft der Wiss. zu Gottingen 1. 1 (1934) 58. Maas' emendations have not been
widely accepted and are subject to serious objections: cf. E. R. Dodds, Euripides. Bacchae
(Oxford 1969) 236 (on v. 1338). It can now be demonstrated, furthermore, that Maas'
suggestion, "[a]t Eur., Bacch. 59 fujiJtava may be corrupt for x-UTtava," is unlikely:
positionally lengthened anapaests in the first foot of the trimeter are avoided (cf . A. M. Devine
and L. D. Stephens. Language and Metre [Chico, CA 1984] 76-77). This constraint holds true
for words ending in VC and even more strongly for those ending in -V. Thus even if the
constraint is relaxed in Euripides' later tragedies, Maas' suggestion (followed by M. Griffith,
The Authenticity ofthe Prometheus Bound [Cambridge 1977] 82) escapes the frying-pan only to
land in the fire.
' D. M. U&cDov&X^, Aristophanes. Wasps (Oxford 1971) 270.
^° M. L. West, Greek Metre (Oxford 1982) 16.
" Griffith (above, note 8) 82.
12
J. Rumpel. "Zur Metrik der Tragiker." Philologus 25 (1867) 471-83.
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widely ignored, perhaps because he wrote without the benefit of
Neogrammarian Unguistics, perhaps because he did not adequately weigh the
difference between dialogue and non-dialogue meters. At any rate, his
conclusion is in profound disagreement with current opinion: "daB bei den
hierher gehorenden Wortem der dem anlautenden p vorausgehende kurze
Endvokal fast ebenso oft die Geltung einer Kurze als die einer Lange
hat . . ." What is remarkable about all previous research on the question,
however, is not so much the disagreements, whether concerning genre,
metrical type, or even degree of regularity of positional lengthening of final
short vowels, as the absolutely uniform failure to consider the existence of
factors which might promote one prosodic treatment over another, and, in
fact, the failure to inquire whether, even in those cases where p- does make
position, its prosodic behavior is comparable to that of initial clusters such
as Kx- and nx-.
2. The segmental phonology underlying positional lengthening by p- and
its diachronic basis. The segmental basis for counting -V#p- as a heavy
syllable has long been understood. With the exception of certain
loanwords,'^ inherited p- in Greek derives, not from a single segment *r-,
but from the clusters *sr- and *wr-. The latter is still spelled in Mycenaean,
e.g. wi-ri-no = pw6(;, wi-ri-za = pi^a. In prevocalic position *s > h had
already occurred by the time of Mycenaean, e.g. o-pi-aj-ra = oTii-haXa, ^2"
te-ro = haxEpot; (^2 is the only sign used to indicate /hV/) and it is
possible''* that *sr- > *hr- had as well. An intermediate stage is attested by
the spelling ph for *sr- in archaic inscriptions, e.g. Corcyr. phopdiai =
poaiq (cf. also XhaPov = XaPcbv). In Attic and Ionic *sr- and *wr-
develop in the same way: *sr- > p- and *wr- > p-.'^ In postvocalic
position, the development depended on whether a synchronically recoverable
morpheme boundary intervened between the vowel and *sr/*wr. In the
absence of such a boundary, the diphthongs V^, of course, remained
unchanged, e.g. xavpoc,, but *Vsr > Vhr followed by compensatory
lengthening inK/ir >Kp in Attic-Ionic, e.g. *g^esr-^s > xeipaq, but with
gemination Vhr > V^pp in Lesbian and Thessalian, e.g. *g^esr-ps > xeppa*;.
When a morphosyntactic boundary intervened, however, gemination was the
result with both *wr- and *sr- also in Attic-Ionic, e.g. *a-wrektos >
'^ See E. Schwyzer, Griechische Grammalik I (Munich 1959) 310.
^^ See M. Lejeune, Phonetique hislorique du Mycenien et du Grec ancien (Paris 1972) 368. If
the Mycenaean place-name ro-o-wa is derived from "river," it could be interpreted as a spelling
using two signs for the cluster rh: ro-(h)o-wa, with the vowel of the first consonant a "dead"
one, as in the speUing of other clusters (see Lejeune 150 n. 5).
*^ It is not necessary to assume an intermediate stage *hr- for ht- such that the evolution of
*wr- parallels *sr- exactly: *wr- > *hr- > p-, although such an assumption can be united with the
development *wVs- > *hVs-, e.g. *wesperos > eanepoq (cf. Lat. vesper).
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appTiKTO<; (but Lesbian a\)pr\Kxoq since p- is preserved longer in Lesbian,
cf. Pp65ov = p66ov) and *e-srew-o-m > eppeov beside peo). Thus whole
series of morphophonemic alternations arose, e.g. *srew- > pecD, p6o<; ::
CTiippeEi, KaXkippooc;, *wrip- > pinxco :: eppiya, dvappCnxco.
3. Syntactic phonology (sandhi). Gemination also took place after word
final short vowels in connected speech. Double spellings are well attested
in Attic inscriptions, e.g. to Ppexo, IG I^ 81. 421, apxe^axa ppv^ioiqlG P
314, 40. 407 (cf. Kttxa ppuoiov Del.^ 622). The double consonant
functions like clusters such as kx/tix- and could close the preceding syllable,
thus making it a heavy one (S): -V#p- -^ -Vpp- =S. Thus there arose a
sandhi process as well as a morphophonemic one. Now it is well known
that sandhi processes do not operate everywhere their segmental
phonological conditions are met. First of all, they tend to be variable.
They are limited to certain domains. These domains, even if best analyzed
as phonological, are correlated strongly with syntax. Within its maximal
domain a sandhi process tends to operate at higher relative frequencies in
closer syntactic connections. Sandhi processes are correlated with
phonostylistic factors: productive ones tend to apply at increasing rates and
in increasing domains as the tempo of speech increases and the level of
formality decreases. Finally, enclitic and proclitic words, appositives, and
non-lexical words^^ tend to be more subject to sandhi, both in the extent of
the domain in which they are affected and in the relative frequencies with
which they are affected. Strangely, philologists have not interested
themselves in the conditions, particularly of lexical status and syntax, which
promote or inhibit -V#p- ^S. Linguists working on Greek have been
content with only the most rudimentary observations. For example,
Lejeune^"^ says only, "Au debut du mot, des consonnes geminees, exclues de
I'initiale absolue, c'est-a-dire apres une pause, peuvent reparaitre dans la
phrase: non seulement dans un groupe de mot proclitique + mot
tonique . . . ou de mot tonique + mot enclitique . . . mais dans un groupe
de deux mots toniques (hom. . . . O 258 \S6axi '(p)p6ov scande uu -
uu ... 9 250 Znvl '(p)pe^eaKov scande u . . .)." Rix'^
hypothesizes, "vielleicht wurde in festen syntaktischen Fugungen genauso
*^ On the concepts of lexical and non-lexical words, see A. M. Devine and L. D. Stephens,
"Semantics, Syntax, and Phonological Organization in Greek: Aspects of the Theory of
Metrical Bridges," CP 78 (1983) 1-25. Non-lexicals encompass proclitics and enclitics as well
as articles, conjunctions, negatives, interrogatives, pronouns, prepositions, lower cardinal
numbers, and certain adverbs. The term "appositive" is often used for this class; cf. part of the
notion of "freie Worter" invoked by I. Hilberg, Das Prinzip der Silbenwdgung und die daraus
entspringenden Gesetze der Endsilben in der griechischen Poesie (Vienna 1879).
" Lejeune (above, note 14 ) 303.
** H. Rix, Historische Grammatik des Griechischen (Darmstadt 1976) 77.
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wie bei inlautender Morphemgrenze Ihr- hi- hn- hm- h^-l zu Irr II nn mm
i^/ assimiliert," but makes no attempt to define what constitutes "feste
syntaktische Fiigungen." It is my goal here, after treating some preliminary
matters (4. Vocabulary and Morphology) and establishing some new results
on the metrical distribution of -V#p- (5.), to remedy this lack in previous
work. I believe that it is a very bad method to begin with an a priori
conception of a rule and proceed to emend away putative exceptions.
Rather, I shall consider all the reasonably secure cases of both -V#p- -^S and
V#p- ->S and inquire whether they conform to a natural linguistic pattern.
The material in question can be found in Rumpel,*' Descroix,^^ White,^* and
in the idiosyncratic selections of the commentators cited above. In
particular, I take it as justified to analyze -V#p- at the third anceps in tragedy
as a light syllable in all cases where a bad Porson's Bridge would result
according to the criteria established by Devine and Stephens.^^ On first-foot
anapaests in the trimeter see note 8 above.
4. Vocabulary and Morphology.
4. 1. Peculiarities of individual words. Rumpel,^^ Dodds,^ Herington^ and
Griffith^^ ("or regard pvo^ai as a freak") point to the surprising number of
cases in which forms of pvo^ai fail to undergo gemination after final short
vowels. Neither Dodds nor Griffith, however, notes that this failure is not
invariable, as Eur. fr. 360. 15 N proves: •
ax; Gecbv xe P(0|iouq naxpiSa xe pucoiieGa.
Now before a judgment can be made as to the significance of the restriction
of lexical items to one or the other prosodic treatment, it is necessary to
determine the frequencies with which each would be expected to show -V#p-
-^S and -V#p- ^S in the absence of any restriction: in other words, it is
necessary to formulate an explicit null hypothesis and test the observed data
against it before rejection of that null hypothesis in favor of a hypothesis of
special prosodic restricfion is jusfified. The assessment of overlap
between -V#p- ->S and -V#p- -^S cannot be made by the usual method of
*' Rumpel (above, note 12).
^ J. Descroix, Le trimetre iambique (Macon 1931) 20.
2* J. White. The Verse ofGreek Comedy (London 1912) 336.
^ Devine and Stephens (above, note 8) 122-27.
^ Rumpel (above, note 12).
*• Dodds (above, note 8).
^ Herington (above, note 7).
^ Griffith (above, note 8).
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random partitioning,^^ since the words located after S and S will have
different metrical locations (e.g. beginning in a longum versus beginning in
a breve or anceps, etc. according to the meter in which they occur) and some
word-shapes will be excluded, others less frequent in one position than the
other. To control for the factor of metrical localization, only words of the
same shape should be compared. When this is done for forms of pvo^ai,
the special restriction to -V#p- ->S disappears. Cretic shapes of pt)0|aai,
e.g. pvoExai Eur. Bacch. 1338, fail to produce positional lengthening three
times; yet no cretic-shaped word beginning with p- shows gemination.
There is only one form of puo^iai which is spondee-shaped, so no overlap is
possible, even though the spondee-shapes of other words in p- occur both
with and without gemination. Furthermore, since ten spondee-shapes do not
show gemination and seven do, the occurrence of pvTi (Eur. Suppl. 380)
without gemination is slightly favored purely by chance. Finally pt»o^ai
occurs once as a molossus-shape, #SSS# without gemination, and once
as #SSSS# with gemination. The absence of any special restriction to -V#p-
-^ S for pvofiai is confirmed by an examination of its behavior in
augmentation. Augmented forms occur with gemination six times in the
extant tragedies, but there is one probable case without gemination: ep-uxo
Soph. O.T. 1351 in an iambic dimeter responding with an amphibrach-
shape EJiaioe at 1333. Additionally, it is probably not coincidental that
ep-uTO KdvEOcooev here recalls //. 5. 23 ep-uxo adcoae 5e.
The commentators ignore the fact that forms of pdKoq always show
gemination. The forms of pdKoq attested in tragedy and comedy, however,
always occur as iambic-shapes or potentially iambic-shapes (^-VC#). As
would be expected on metrical grounds, iambic- and potentially iambic-
shapes occur far more frequently with gemination than without: the ratio is
19 to 4. Consequently, it is not statistically significant that none of the
five forms of paKoq is found without gemination.
A much stronger case can be made for pe^co as an individual, lexical
exception to variability. There are six cases in which it lacks gemination,
five after the interrogative xi, one after x65e at Pherecrates 152. 2 K in a
hexameter. There are no cases in which it shows gemination. All six of
these forms are spondee-shapes. Thus the word's exclusion from -V#p-
-^ S is readily tested by comparing its distribution with other spondee-
shaped words begining with p- according as they do (pp) or do not (p) show
gemination after a final short vowel. The data are given in Table 1.
^ See Devine and Stephens (above, note 8) 77-78 and G. Herdan, The Advanced Theory of
Language as Choice and Chance (Berlin 1 966) 21 4-^8.
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P PP
peC- 6
other #SS# 4 7
p = .0170
Table 1
The probability p = .0170 means that there is only about one chance in
fifty-eight that all six cases of forms of pE^w after final short vowels would
cluster in the type -V#p- -^S simply on the basis of random distribution.
Thus a special restriction must be pointed for pe^co. Its exceptional status
is further confirmed by an examination of its augmented forms (which, in
the extant tragedies, are all aorists; there are none in Aristophanes). The
augmented forms never show gemination. There are three cases which are
required by the meter to lack gemination: Eur. Med. 1292, Andr. 838
(codd.),28 and El. 1226. At Soph. O.C. 539, epe^- occurs twice in a lyric
trimeter, with e- in anceps each time, but each time responding with a light
syllable in the antistrophe. There are no cases where the meter requires
gemination of p- in augmented forms of pe^co. Even if we exclude the
Sophoclean instances as ambiguous, the failure of gemination in the three
remaining cases is statistically significant in comparison to piTixco and
pTiYvx)^, the aorists of which occur fifteen times in the extant tragedies, all
with gemination. If there were actually no difference between pE^co on the
one hand and pinxca and priYvvjii on the other, there would be a probability
of only p = .0012, or just a little more than one in a thousand, that all three
cases of single p- should be restricted to augmented forms of pE^co. The
special status of pE^co may be taken as evidence for the lexical diffusion of
the loss of the gemination rule. Yet, it should be noted that the failure of
gemination in these forms is restricted to lyric and is not attested in
dialogue.
4. 2. Types of internal morpheme boundaries. As one would expect,^^
failure of gemination at internal morpheme boundaries is more frequent in
lexical compounds than in prepositional compounds and in both far more
frequent than in augmentation. This gradient can easily be demonstrated by
comparing pEco with p\)x6(; and p6o<;. In tragedy augmented forms of pEco
(e.g. EppEi Eur. Phoen. 1471) and its prepositional compounds (e.g.
(XTioppvEvxcDv Aesch. Ag. 1294) are never found in metrical locations that
^ Crelic and dochmiac. See A. M. Dale, Metrical Analyses of Tragic Choruses, Fasc. 3
(London 1983) 55.
Cf. A. M. Devine and L. D. Stephens, review of M. Leumann, Lateinische Laut- und
Formenlehre, Language 54 (1978) 935-40 and L. D. Stephens, "The Role of Palatalization in
the Latin Sound Change /w/ > /p/," TAPA 118 (1988) 421-32.
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would exclude gemination. Failure of gemination in lexical compounds of
P\)t6(; and pooq is fairly frequent (e.g. (povopux© Aesch, Sept. 938,
(OKvpoav Eur. Bacch. 568). Failure of gemination is somewhat less
frequent in their prepositional compounds (e.g. Kaxdp\)Ta Eur. Tro. 1067,
d|i,(pip\)xo'u Soph. Ai. 134, d^(pipiL)tav Eur. Hel. 1127). The difference
between peco and pxtxoc, / pocx; is so overwhelming that no formal statistical
test is required to prove its significance. Obviously, the adjectival
compounds have less analogical support for retention of the geminate, and
there is less support still in lexical than in prepositional compounds.
Lexical compounding is not restricted to a closed set of first elements as is
prepositional compounding, and lexical compounding is only weakly
associated with finite verbs. Augmentation, in contrast, is a regular
paradigmatic process. Nevertheless, once again we observe an
overwhelming restriction of the failure of gemination to lyric: the only
possible case in a trimeter is Grotius' EJixdpouq Aesch, fr. 300. 2 Radt.
5. Metrical distribution of -V#p-.
5. 1. Dialogue versus lyric. It has long been recognized that -V#p- ^S is,
in absolute numbers, more frequent in lyric than in dialogue meters. This
preponderance, however, has never been compared to the distribution of
-V#p- ^S according to its metrical context. This comparison yields quite
surprising results. I shall treat tragedy and comedy separately in this
subsection, and compare the two genres in 5. 2.
The cross-classified data for tragedy is given in Table 2:
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readily explained: regular gemination may have been perceived as an
extreme Atticism inappropriate in lyric. At any rate, the near exclusion
of -V#p- -^Vpp- in lyric constitutes a "metrical isogloss" almost as striking
as alpha impurum.
The data for Aristophanes are given in Table 3.
Aristophanes
Dialogue Lyric
- V#p- -^S 1
-V#p-^S 5 10
Tables
It should be noted that all the cases of -V#p- -> S outside of the trimeter
occur in anapaests. No case of -V#p- ^S occurs in anapaests; nor does any
occur in trimeters. The single instance of -V#p- ^S, Vesp. 1067, is in a
melic trochaic dimeter. In the fragments, there seem to be only two cases of
the failure of gemination in the trimeter: Pherecrates 108. 29 K and Plato
Comicus 138 K, and two cases of failure of gemination in hexameters:
Pherecrates 152. 2 K and Hermippus 82. 8 (77. 8 Kassel-Austin). The
number of cases of the failure of gemination is too small to permit
application of a statistical test. Nevertheless, Aristophanes' treatment is
consistent with the hypothesis that -V#p- -> S is more acceptable in lyl-ic
than in dialogue.
5. 2. Tragedy versus comedy. As is evident from section 1, it has long
been realized that comedy more strongly prefers -V#p- -> S than tragedy.
Table 4 compares the treatment of -V#p- in the non-dialogue meters of the
two genres. The two cases from the comic fragments are included.
Non-dialogue Meters
-V#p-^ S -V#p--^ S N
Tragedy 92.31% 7.69% 13




The value of the odds-ratio to = 52.0000 means that the odds for the failure
of gemination in tragic, non-dialogue meters (12:1) is fifty-two times as
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great as the odds in comic, non-dialogue meters (3:13). The value x^ =
15.5416 shows that this great difference is statistically significant We may
conclude that the failure of gemination of p- after final short vowels is far
less acceptable in comedy than in tragedy.
The facts that failure of gemination is 1) less acceptable in dialogue
than non-dialogue meters and 2) less acceptable in comedy than in tragedy
are readily explained. The language of dialogue is closer to standard spoken
Attic than the language of lyric on many criteria (cf. e.g. alpha impurum,
the admissibility of Homeric forms, etc.). Since gemination is a feature of
the Attic dialect, dialogue, therefore, prefers it more strongly than lyric.
The language of comedy is, on the whole, closer to standard, colloquial
Attic than that of tragedy on many criteria (e.g. correptio attica). Therefore
comedy prefers gemination, even in non-dialogue meters, more strongly
than tragedy.
5. 3. Location without sandhi effects and ambiguous location of p-. The
results of subsections 5. 1 and 5. 2, however, are not the whole story
concerning the metrical distribution -V#p-. No previous study has seen fit
to compare the treatment of initial p- with other initial consonants which
have a sandhi effect on syllable weight. The most obvious candidates are
the initial muta cum liquida clusters traditionally termed coniunctiones
graves, i.e., a voiced stop plus X, ji, or v (abbreviated as DN). The
coniunctiones graves usually, but not invariably (depending on the syntax)
result in positional lengthening, i.e. resyllabification such that the voiced
stop closes the preceding syllable. Fortunately, statistical data are available
from the tragic trimeter for this behavior.^^ This treatment in the tragic
trimeter is compared with that of p- in Table 5.
S S N
DS 25.00% 75.00% 28
p- 28.57% 71.43% 28
(0 = 1.05
Table 5
It will be seen from the odds-ratio, co = 1.05, which is very nearly unity,
that the sandhi effect on syllable weight of p- is almost identical to that of
the muta cum liquida clusters DN. This fact indicates that gemination of p-
in connected speech is still a productive process in Attic during the last half
of the fifth century B.C.
^ L D. Stephens, "The Myth of the lex de positione debili and a Fundamental Question in
Metrical Theory," Phoenix 29 (1975) 171-80.
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Nevertheless, there is evidence for a compositional strategy that seeks
to minimize the prosodic effect of p-. Initial segments capable of having a
sandhi effect on syllable weight may, of course, be located in metrically
ambiguous positions, such as after a final short vowel in an anceps (not at a
bridge). In such locations, the poet does not commit himself either to
positional lengthening or to its failure. Furthermore, they may be located
after final syllables that are heavy by nature or a -VC, which would be closed
by any single, initial consonant. Thus we may recognize three classes of
location: 1) unambiguous as to the sandhi effect, 2) metrically ambiguous,
and 3) no special sandhi effect. Since there is variability in the treatment of
p- after a final short vowel, it might be thought that the sum of the relative
frequencies of p- located unambiguously after a final short vowel both with
and without positional lengthening would be greater than that for initial
clusters which permit only positional lengthening. This supposition,
however, is not true, as comparison with kt- and nx- shows. Since I have
data on kt/kx- only for extant tragedies, the data for p- in Table 6 is also
Umited to extant tragedies.
S / S Metrically No special
xinambiguous ambiguous sandhi N
p- 7.83% 5.99% 86.18% 434




Since for a table such as 6 with two degrees of freedom, a value x^ = 5.991
is required for statistical significance at the .05 level, the value 17.2089
indicates a highly significant difference in the distribution p- and kx/tix-; in
fact, there is less than one chance in a thousand a difference as great as or
greater than that observed would arise at random. Table 6 can be interpreted
as follows: overall, the rates at which p- and kx/tix- appear after final V(C)
orVC (column 3) are nearly identical, a fact which reflects the frequency of
final short vowels in the language. After -V#, however, p- is preferred in
metrically ambiguous positions and avoided where the poet would have to
commit himself to either -V#p- ->S or -V#p- -^S. Thus, even the logical
sum of the two possible sandhi effects is avoided vis-a-vis the sole effect,
positional lengthening, permitted with Kx/nx-. This fact points to a
compositional strategy: poets preferred to avoid committing themselves to
either of the two possible treatments. This strategy, in turn, suggests that
it was more difficult to satisfy the linguistic conditions which promote
either one of the sandhi outcomes. Section 6 is devoted to the elucidation of
those conditions.
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6. The factors of lexical status and syntactic configuration. It has already
been pointed out in section 3 that sandhi processes, such as the gemination
of p-, are conditioned by certain domains which encompass the words
between which those processes may apply, and that those domains are
functions of the lexical status and syntactic configuration of the contiguous
words. In this section I shall demonstrate that there is an independently
defined hierarchy of such domains which correlates almost perfectly with rate
of gemination of p- after final short vowels. We must begin by
establishing that hierarchy.
There is extensive evidence^' from the rules governing spht and divided
resolution and anapaestic substitution, from bridges such as Porson's
Bridge, Havet's Bridge, Hermann's Bridge, and Knox' and Wilamowitz'
Bridges at the end of the trimeter in the iambographers, and also from
elision, for ranking articles and prepositions plus nouns at the top of the
hierarchy, i.e. as forming the domain most conducive to the application of a
sandhi process. Examples involving p- are:
xa poKT] Arist. PL 1065
6 lot poctQ Rhesus 919
The same evidence ranks next below them other non-lexical, prepositive
words such as demonstratives, conjunctions, and the lower cardinal numbers,
e.g.
\ir\xe piycav Arist. A^u6. 416
xavta piJtxeaGco Prom. 992
IVa poai Em. Hel. 492
5uo poTidq Eur. Hel. 1090
Non-prepositive non-lexicals such as interrogative pronouns, post-positives
such as ye, 5e, xe, and enclitic forms of personal pronouns rank next, e.g.
XI pe^eiq Eur. Ale. 263, Aesch. Sept. 104
XIV I p-uG^w Eur. El. Ill
xe piioo^ai Aesch. Eum. 232
5e p-uG^il^EK; Soph. Ant. 318
'^ See A. M. Devine and L. D. Stephens (above, notes 8 and 16) and "Bridges in the
Iambographers." GRBS 22 (1981) 305-21.
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When we turn to pairs of lexical words, we must proceed in terms of
the syntactic configuration^^ ^ ^hich they belong, so that matters become
slightly more complex, but we may employ the intuitive notions of the size
and the tightness of the syntactic phrase which contains them. The highest
ranking syntactic configuration (closest connection) that may usefully be
distinguished is that in which both lexical words, Lj and L2, are contained
within the same phrase within the sentence (basically noun phrases,
adjective phrases, verb phrases, etc.) and no multiword phrase contains just
Li or just L2 which does not contain L2 or Li respectively. This
configuration may be called the simple phrasal type. It may be represented
'^ Classical Greek, while basically a Subject-Object-Verb language, permits considerable
variability in word order, in fact, to the extent that many constituents are discontinuous,
interrupted not only by enclitics, particles, and the non-lexical words, but also by lexical words
belonging to other syntactic constituents. Of course, to a very large extent, word order is
controlled by pragmatic factors such as focus, topicalization, and, what may be called
ihematization, in terms of the theory of functional sentence perspective (see Jan Firbas, "On the
Concept of Communicative Dynamism in the Theory of Functional Sentence Perspective,"
Sbornik Praci FUosoficke Falculty Brnaiske University A19 [1971] 135-44, and Dirk G. J.
Panhuis, The Communicative Perspective in the Sentence: A Study of Latin Word Order
[Amsterdam 1982]). Some within the gaierative tradition might want to label Classical Greek a
non-configurational language, that is, one having a basically flat, rather than complex,
hierarchical, syntactic structure (on the notion of nonconfigurationality, see N. Chomsky,
Lectures on Government and Binding [Dordrecht 1984] 127-35; K. Hale, "Walpiri and the
Grammar of Nonconfiguradonal Lungaages," Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 1 [1983]
5-47; Topic, Focus, and Cortfiguratioruility, ed. W. Abraham and Sjaak de Meij [Amsterdam
1986]; and, for a more accessible discussion, A. Radford, Transformational Grammar: A First
Course [Cambridge 1988] 277-78). While treated as a cross-linguistic parameter,
configurationality is generally viewed as a categorical (yes/no) matter (e.g., J. Horvath,
"Remarks on the Configurationality-Issue" [in Abraham and de Meij above, pp. 65-87] argues
that "(a) ... it is crucial to assume a category-neutral base, and (b) a category-neutral base
implies that in any given grammar, all category-types will have uniform hierarchical structure,
i.e., either all of them will be configurational, or all of them will be non-
configurational . . ."), although W. Abraham ("Word Order in the Middle Field of the German
Sentence" [in Abraham and de Meij above, pp. 15-38] invokes a concept of "split
configurationality," arguing that "PO [prepositional object] has a special, i.e. stronger
configurational status" than the rest of the "middle field" which has "a weakly configurational
quality." "Free" word order and non-configurationality are not simply to be equated; rather, most
of the debates about configurationality concern abstract representations of syntax which may
differ considerably from the material which is formed into phonological phrases. At any rate, it
is obvious that phonological phrase formation takes place even in sentences with discontinuous
constituents. The crucial assumption here is ihat phrase formation and the domains of sandhi
processes will be influenced by what syntactic configurations may be present in the surface
structure of a sentence, specifically that where such processes are characteristic of smaller
domains, the probability of their application will be greater between two, contiguous lexical
words L\ and L2 if L] and Lj are constituents of a smaller (lower level) syntactic phrase than if
they arc constituents of a larger (higher level) phrase or of no single phrase within the sentence
at all. As will be seen, this assumption turns out to be true in a very strong statistical sense.
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[LlL2]xp
where no other phrase YP within XP contains just Lj or just L2. In
general either L\ or L2 will be the head of the phrase of type X (as a noun
is the head of noun phrase, a verb of a verb phrase). In the simple phrasal
configuration, intuitively, either Li or L2 is closer to the other syntactically
than to any other words of the sentence. Simple examples of this type are
noun phrases consisting of adjective plus noun (where examples with p- are
lacking, ones involving words in kt/tit- are used, since they provide the
control for the tests below), e.g.
\iiya potKoq Prom. 1023
novTia pocKTi Adesp. 258 Kannicht-Snell
or noun plus unmodified genitive, e.g.
KcoKuxoio peeSpcov Eur. A/c. 458
Phrases of a verb or participle plus unmodified object also belong to the
simple phrasal type, e.g.
liTjxepa Kxavcov Eur. Or. 546
EiXE ^tepa Arist. /4ve5 1176
Ranking below the simple phrasal type are configurations in which Li
or L2 is the head of the phrase containing the other lexical, but there is
another phrase which contains the non-head lexical. In other words, both
words belong to the same phrase, but one of them also belongs to a smaller
phrase to which the other does not belong. This configuration may be
called the complex phrasal type. It may be represented as
[...Li[L2...]Yp...]xp(Li)
where XP(Li) means that Li is the head of the phrase of type X, or by
[...[...Ll]xpL2...]YP(L2)
where YP(L2) means that L2 is the head of the phrase of type Y. The
complex phrasal type includes verb phrases in which the noun object is
modified, i.e. it is contained in a noun phrase within the verb phrase, e.g.
XoyxoTcoicov opyava KxaoGai Eur. flacc/i. 1208
xct xo\) Geou oxEH|i.axa pt|^ti<; Eur. Ion 522
It also comprises prepositional phrase plus verb, e.g.
eiq aOepa pinxcov Eur. Bacch. 150
Further included under the complex phrasal type are cases which are not well
described by the bracket notation because the smaller phrase containing one
of the lexical words is discontinuous, e.g.
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Svax'OX'n 't' ctE'- Jiavxa pvTi Eur. Swpp/. 380
TEKva Kteivovoi od Eur. //ere. 496
ctXioxovoK; TcoSai;
XpifiJixovoa paxiaioiv Prom. 113
Intuitively, in the complex phrasal type, either Li or L2 or both may be
more closely linked syntactically to other elements of the sentence than it is
to the other, but nevertheless one is contained within the other's phrase.
The lowest ranking syntactic configuration comprises those cases in
which Li and L2 are not contained in a phrase headed by the one or the
other. This configuration may be referred to as the non-phrasal type.
Intuitively, neither L] nor L2 is contained within the other's phrase,
although there may be a still larger phrase which contains both. The non-
phrasal type may be represented as
a^p)- [xp- • -^iixp Wj^^- • -^YF • -^W
where the parenthesis means that there may or may not be a phrase of type
Z which contains the phrases XP and YP containing Li and L2 respectively,
but if there is such a phrase ZP, then neither Li nor L2 is its head. The
most frequently encountered form of the non-phrasal type is subject plus
verb, since there is no phrase within the sentence that contains both the
subject and the verb phrase, e.g.
TipTioxfipe peiioovxai Eur. fir. 384. 3 N
e6pa^E p69ia Eur. //e/. 1117
It also comprises instances of accusative object and oblique case adjunct to
the verb whether one is modified as in
vi\|/av ai-
yX^vxa O(0|j.axa poai(; Eur. Andr. 286
or whether the object and adjunct are unmodified. In this type there is a
larger phrase, ZP, which contains L] and L2, namely the (complex) verb
phrase: ZP = VP. Of course, the non-phrasal type also includes cases in
which the two lexical words in question belong to different clauses, e.g.
Tidpeq dji' ojindxcov
TiEJi^ov, dji66iK£, pe6o<; deX,i(p Sei^ov Eur. //ere. 1205
Having defined the hierarchy of domains, we are now in a position to
assess how that hierarchy affects the sandhi treatment of -V#p-. In the data,
there are too few instances of the simple phrasal type of configuration to
permit statistical evaluation, so that that class must be collapsed with one
contiguous to it in the hierarchy. In order not to obscure the effect of the
syntactic configuration of lexical words on the gemination of p-, I have
collapsed the simple phrasal type with the class of non-prepositive non-
lexicals. There is evidence from resolution and the bridges in support of
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this choice; at any rate, it leaves us with a five-level hierarchy, within
which the ranking of each class is well motivated theoretically and by good
external evidence, so that it will not impair the validity of our results.
From now on the five ranked classes of domains will be referred to by
numbers, as follows: 1) article or preposition plus noun, 2) other
prepositive non-lexicals plus lexical word, 3) non-prepositive non-lexicals
plus lexical word (3a) and simple phrasal configurations of lexical words
(3b), 4) complex phrasal configurations of lexical words, and 5) non-phrasal
configurations of lexical words.
I begin by establishing that there is a perfect correlation of domain type
with frequency of sandhi treatment As one proceeds down the hierarchy of
domains (i.e., as the separation becomes intuitively greater), the rate of the
failure of gemination increases, and, contrariwise, of course, as one proceeds
up the hierarchy of domains (i.e., as the separation becomes intuitively less)
the frequency of gemination increases. The data are given in Table 7.









The value x^ = 14.9317 (which, of course, is the same for each column)
shows that this is a statistically significant result. It should be noted, as
further evidence of the effect of syntax, that in domain type 5) (non-phrasal
configurations), there is no case of -V#p- ->S in which the lexical words
involved belong to different clauses, but there is a case of -V#p- -> S
involving words in different clauses, Eur. Here. 1205. Furthermore, it is
highly unlikely to be a chance phenomenon that the only two cases of
-V#p- ->S in domain type 1) should be attested in the fragments of
Pherecrales and Plato Comicus (both involve the article).
Another way in which to test the significance of an ordering along a
five-level hierarchy is by means of ridit analysis. The term "ridit" is a sort
of acronym for "relative to an identified distribution."^^ For this test, we
calculate the proportion of cases from some reference group that fall in half
of each given category and all the categories above it in the list. This
proportion is the ridit for the given category. Using the ridits obtained from
^' For the etymology and the mathematics, see J. Fleiss, Statistical Methods for Rates and
Proportions (New York 1973) 102-07.
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the reference group, we calculate the mean ridit for a comparison group. If
that mean is greater than .50, then more than half the time, a randomly
chosen case from the comparison group will fall into a lower ranking
category (farther down the list) than a randomly selected case from the
comparison. Similarly, if the mean is less than .50, the cases in the
comparison group tend to fall into a higher ranking category. In our case,
gemination may be taken as the reference group, failure of gemination the
comparison group. Table 8 gives, in the second column, the ridit, r, for
each domain type, in the third column the product of that ridit and the
frequency, f, of that domain type in cases without gemination, and below
column 3, the sum and the mean ridit, f, for the failure of gemination, and
the total number of cases, N.







N = 25 «
Table 8
Since the mean ridit is considerably greater than .50, -V#p- —>S tends to
occur in the larger (lower ranking) domains than -V#p—>S. In fact, the
odds are slightly better than three to one (.7692/.2308) that a case of non-
gemination will occur with a greater separation between the words involved
than a case of gemination. Since the standard error of a mean ridit is
.2568
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significant result: there are less than three chances in a hundred thousand
that an r this great or greater would have been obtained due to random effects
if in fact it were the same as that of the gemination group (.50). We may
conclude that lexical status and syntactic configuration are prime
determinants of whether p- is or is not geminated following a final short
vowel.
If the foregoing statistical analysis is not convincing proof to some that
lexical status and syntactic configuration are crucial factors determining the
likelihood of gemination of p- in connected speech, the following list of
minimal pairs should clinch the argument They have been chosen so that
in each pair it is the same word which shows both gemination and failure of
gemination after a short vowel. In each column the lowest ranking domain
type (if more than one is attested) has been given for the word in question.
-V#p- ^S -V#p- ->s
xmvSe p(6|i.Tiv hub pa)p.Ti(;
(Arist. Vesp. 1067) (Arist. Vesp. 1487)
Type 2 Type 1
eSpa^e p69ia x6 poGiov
(Eur. Hel. 1 1 17) (Arist. Eq. 546)
Type 5 Type 1
K-uKcotoio peeGpcov jiapa peiGpoiai
(Eur. Ale. 458) (Soph. Ant. 712)
Type 3(b) Type 1
5voxuxfi x' del ndvxa puii 7taxpi5a xe puco^eGa
(Eur. Sup. 380) (Eur. fr. 360. 15 N)
Type 4 Type 3(a)
And if taken as short third anceps to make a better Porson's Bridge
ov>6e prjxd ^loi (Soph. O.T. 1289) in\ prixoii; (Eur. Hipp. 459)
Type 2 Type 1
When both gemination and failure of gemination are attested with one and
the same word, there is not a single case in which the maximum separation
with gemination is greater, or even equal to, the maximum with failure of
gemination.
The effect of lexical status and syntactic configuration holds true despite
differences of genre and metrical type. Thus, despite the fact that
gemination is very nearly exceptionless in Aristophanes (the only exception
is Vesp. 1067), nevertheless, he prefers the closer lexico-syntactic
connections in cases of gemination in comparison to cases without
gemination, even in lyrics. Similarly, despite the fact that tragic lyric
prefers non-gemination overall, it nevertheless prefers the looser lexico-
syntactic connections in cases without gemination in comparison to cases
with gemination, even in dialogue meters. Thus the linguistic factor of
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lexical status and syntax is operative regardless of genre and metrical type.
It follows that the generic and metrical preferences, which we have seen in
section 4 to have a linguistic basis, are not simply abstracted from the
spoken language without regard for the factors which condition gemination.
Even in comedy and dialogue, if there is gemination, tighter connections are
preferred with it; even in tragic lyric if there is no gemination, greater
separation is preferred. The moral is a simple one: even what is often called
"license" has a linguistic basis, and not all departures from the norm are
equally acceptable, but are hierarchized according to principled linguistic
criteria.
7. Comparison of gemination of p- and resyllabification of other clusters.
It has been noted in section 1 that no previous discussion of p- has seen fit
to inquire whether the positional lengthening that it effects differs from the
positional lengthening produced by initial consonant clusters such
as kt/tit-. It might be exj>ected that there should be such a difference, since
in the case of Kx/nx-, etc., two consonants are always present, and all that
is involved is the transference of the first to the coda of the preceding
syllable, e.g. -V#kx- -^ -Vic.x-. Table 9 compares the proportions of each
of the five levels of the lexico-syntactic hierarchy of section 6 occurring
with -V#p- -^S with their respective proportions occurring with positional
lengthening of -V# effected by kx/tix-.
Domain Type
1) 2) 3) 4) 5) N
-V#p-^S 51.35% 18.92% 24.32% 2.70% 2.70% 37
-V#ia/7tt-^S 33.03% 20.18% 32.11% 10.09% 4.59% 109
Table 9
It is obvious that domain type 1) is far more frequent with -V#p- ->S than
with -V#Kx/7ix
—
> S. It is also clear that the three loosest (lowest
ranking) domain types are far less frequent with -V#p- —>S than -V#kx/7ix-
—>S. We may assess the preference for the tighter domain types with p-
gemination by means of ridit analysis, as in section 6, taking kx/tix- as the
reference group. I present the analysis in Table 10, following the same
format as Table 8,
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